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ABOUT GOLFZON

Golfzon, 
the global leader in 
golf simulators,

was founded in 2000 with the aim of providing 
enjoyment and training to golf enthusiasts 
worldwide. Golf Inc. Magazines’ most 
innovative products of 2022, and Golf Digest 
Editors’ Choice Award for best simulator from 
2017-2021, Golfzon leads the way in innovation 
and expertise

Golfzon has been continuously researching 
and developing groundbreaking technologies 
to provide truly-realistic golf experience 
anytime, anywhere. The evolution of Golfzon 
will continue to enable more people to enjoy 
golf to the fullest.

With over 545 patents, Golfzon continues 
to lead the industry offering a wide range of 
products for various virtual sports. 
The introduction of TwoVision has propelled 
Golfzon  into the spotlight, delivering the 
ultimate golf experience.
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Thanks to Golfzon’s impressive engineering system, I am now able to work on my golf 
game with real-time feedback regardless of the weather or outside conditions. 
Golfzon’s precision technology enables me to play and swing my way, even indoors. 
This means that no matter what time of day it is, I can continue to improve my skills and 
enjoy golf to the fullest.

SUNGJAE IM

MATTHEW
WOLFF
Golfzon helps me keep my golf 
sense even if I train at home.
I can practice any time regardless 
of the outside conditions.
I also practice on Tour golf courses 
virtually, which has been amazing.

DAVID
LEADBETTER
The adjustable electronic floor plate 
matches the exact lie of the ball and 
makes the play feel very technically 
accurate.
Having played on a lot of prestigious 
golf courses, the fantastic graphics 
combined with the simulator 
technology make it feel like you are 
outside playing on the course.
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Sales by year

Total employee

First established

2,229

20222020201020082000

＄800 MILLION+

＄800 THOUSAND+

＄80 MILLION+

1,957

414
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OVERVIEW OF GROWTH

GOLFZON Headquater
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GOLFZON BY GLOBAL NETWORK

USA

MEXICO

CANADA

DUBAI

INDIA

SOUTH AFRICA

RUSSIA

UK

FRANCE

AUSTRIA

AUSTRALIA

GOLFZON HQ Overseas Branches Global Partners

GOLFZON 
BY THE NUMBERS

Rounds Played 
Annually

Online 
Memberships

Simulators Installed Locations in
63 Countries

Shots Annually Online Tournaments 
Hosted

Participants in 
Tournaments Hosted by 
Golfzon

Registered
Patents

Patent
Applications

90 Million + 4.8 Million + 43,000 11,439

7.62 Billion+ 134,795 532,786 416 545

THAILAND
SINGAPORE

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

PHILIPPINES

JAPAN

SOUTH KOREA

CHINA

VIETNAM

 MALAYSIA

HONGKONG
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The world’s first 
golf simulator stadium
was built inside of 
GOLFZON ZOIMARU
in 2016.

G-Tour that is based 
on high short-game 
accuracy launched in 
2012 and continues to 
expand.

Total prize money 
awarded amounts to 
$10 million.

Over 16 events hosted 
annually with prizes 
for each tournament 
exceeding $80,000.

More than 
3,000 members
hold professional
certifications.

G-TOUR

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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Stunning Graphics

Golfzon stands out from other simulator 
manufacturers by creating highly detailed 
and accurate 3D graphics for each of 
the 200+ courses. We utilize advanced 
laser scanning technology on drones and 
ground-level equipment to capture and 
replicate every detail, including individual 
trees. This dedication to precision makes 
Golfzon graphics the best in the world.

Every square inch of virtual Golfzon 
courses is measured by our proprietary 
tri-layer videography technology to 
create crisp, 1080p HD visuals.

Course Mapping

Drone course flyover mapping is 
paired with topographical and GPS 
data to provide the most robust 
and realistic courses available.

Each course is meticulously 
designed and created from start 
to finish in 2 months.

Every square inch is measured to 
provide golfers with up to 15 degrees 
of elevation change while utilizing a 
swing plate during gameplay.

Spyglass Hill Golf Course 16H

WHY GOLFZON? ONLY GOLFZON

Actual View Simulated View

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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WHY GOLFZON? ONLY GOLFZON

Pebble Beach Golf Links, CA

1. Zero Latency
Golfzon’s in-house software and hardware 
guarantee seamless synchronization, 
eliminating any lag in ball flight when the ball 
hits the screen. 
The transition from physical to virtual is instant, 
providing immediate response and feedback. 
This real-time connection and responsiveness 
keep players fully engaged and focused on the 
game. 

2. Short Game Accuracy
Golfzon excels in delivering an exceptional
short-game experience around the green, 
surpassing other simulators. 
Our precise sensors and meticulous course 
mapping combine to provide astonishingly 
realistic accuracy and detail, whether a 
player is executing delicate chips or tackling 
challenging putts.

3. Swing Plate
Dual Plate and Moving Swing Plate are utilized 
to replicate the undulations of various terrains, 
creating a realistic playing experience as if on 
an actual golf course.

4. Network Play
Network Play is the only Real-time Multiplayer 
Gameplay on the market. Up to 6 golfers can 
play simultaneously on the same course. 
Players can compete with others on up to 6 
simulators in 6 different locations across the 
globe.
Experience Real-time ball flight as you watch 
opponents' shots soar through the air.

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/


Luxury

Reasonable

Golf RoundPractice

TWOVISION

GOLFZON
VISION

PREMIUM

GOLFZON
VISION

STANDARD
GDR PLUS

•  Vis ion sensor has two cameras 
installed on the ceiling; the method of 
inferring ball flight and spin based on 
club path. 

 •  Players can enjoy rounds on over 200 
courses crafted with sophisticated 
technology.

•  Mounting GDR sensors on the ground 
enables installation even in small 
spaces.

•  Players can enjoy rounds on over 200 
courses at a reasonable price.

•    To enable precise shot analysis by 
detecting the surface of the ball, GDR 
sensor is used which  is mounted on 
the ground.

•  Various practice modes are provided to 
make golf practice more enjoyable and 
engaging.

•  To improve sensing precision, two 
camera sensors are installed at a 
position where they meet at a 90- 
degree angle to secure a wider field of 
view.

•  TwoVision allows players to play rounds 
on various courses, and MyPractice, 
provided by TwoVision, allows players to 
practice and analyze their shots.

GOLFZON PRODUCT LINE-UP

TWOVISION

GOLFZON VISION PREMIUM

GOLFZON VISION STANDARD

GDR PLUS

GOLFZON ARCADE PLUS
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GOLFZON PRODUCT LINE-UP
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GOLFZON PRODUCT LINE-UP
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GOLFZON PRODUCT - TWOVISION

The most advanced 
golf simulator ever created!

Performance of TWOVISION

Our state-of-the-art TwoVision simulator 
utilizes the latest technology to provide an 
experience more closely resembling a real 
golf course by capturing precise data with 
strategically positioned sensors.

Equipped with cutting-edge high-speed, 
high-definition dual sensors, TwoVision 
surpasses all expectations in data capture 
accuracy. 

Strategically positioned above and in front 
of the player, these sensors converge at 
a 90-degree angle, ensuring optimal data 
collection from every swing. 

With this advanced feature, TwoVision has 
the ability to provide real-time ball flight 
representation and in-depth swing analysis 
with remarkable precision and detail.

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/qr/TwoVision/


GOLFZON PRODUCT - TWOVISION
Enjoy the ultimate golf experience
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GOLFZON PRODUCT LINE-UP

TWOVISION

GOLFZON VISION PREMIUM

GOLFZON VISION STANDARD

GDR PLUS

GOLFZON ARCADE PLUS

OVERVIEW
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❷ Dual Plate & Ball Supply (Optional)

❸ TwoVision Sensor ❹ TwoVision Kiosk

❶ TwoVision Software

Recommended Dimensions 

Basic Type 4.2m(W) x 8.1m(D) x 3.2m(H) / 13’10”(W) x 27’(D) x 10’8”(H)

Both Handed Type 4.7m(W) x 8.1m(D) x 3.2m(H) / 15’5”(W) x 27’(D) x 10’8”(H)

Components offered by Golfzon

Golfzon offers technical drawings and consultations on booth construction.
- Interior materials such as carpet and wall padding are not provided.

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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❶
❷ 
❸
❹
❺

TwoVision Plus Software
 TwoVision Sensor
Left-Handed Camera
Dual Plate
Keypad

❻
❼
❽
❾
❿

Touch Kiosk
Projector
Five-Surface Mat
LED Putting Guide
Ball Supply

TwoVision Key Features

GOLFZON PRODUCT - TWOVISION

❶ TwoVision Plus Software

❸ Left-Handed Camera

❷  TwoVision Sensor

❷  TwoVision Sensor

❹ Dual Plate ❺ Keypad

❻ Touch Kiosk

❾ LED Putting Guide

❿ Ball Supply

❽ Five-Surface Mat

❼ Projector

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/


TwoVision Key Features 
Hardware

•   The most advanced camera sensor (one 
on the ceiling and one in the kiosk) at 90 
degrees provides the most accurate ball 
flight parameters measuring club path at 
impact. 

•   Diminishes any shadow interference from 
unwanted light sources.

•   Compatible with all of our hitting surfaces: 
tri-surface hitting mat, five-surface hitting 
mat, moving swing plate, and dual moving 
swing plates.

TwoVision Sensor 

•   Two independently moving hitting and 
stance platform that brings virtual course 
topography into reality.

•   Simulates different slopes on the course 
where the ball lies with 14 different slope 
points for a realistic course experience.

Dual Plate

•   Mat consists of a fairway mat, two types of 
bunker mats, and two types of rough mats 
with different textures, enabling a more 
realistic play from heavy rough to a green-
side bunker.

Five-Surface Mat 

•    Separate monitors allow you to change 
the setting from the kiosk control monitor 
while keeping the main screen monitor at 
your current game without disruption.

•   LED visual putting guide is a small LED 
indicator showing suggested direction of 
the putting stroke.

•   Increases your putting efficiency with this 
visual aid at the end of the fairway mat.

Dual MonitorLED Putting Guide

Enjoy the ultimate golf experience
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Normal Mode
Enjoy playing a round just as you would 
outside.

Semi-tour Mode
Increased difficulty that challenges 
seasoned golfers.

Tour Mode
As real as it gets: varying levels of penalties 
from the rough and bunkers and no putting 
grid assistance.

•  In the stroke game, choose from 3 levels of 
game mode and set your course conditions.

•   Your virtual caddy shows a personal course 
guide that appears at the bottom left of 
the screen to guide you with important 
information on the course.

•   Sensor camera captures club path and angle 
of attack from your stroke.

•  Instantaneous display of club face impact 
area and the virtual divot your club head has 
created.

•   You can easily see ‘ball first’ or ‘ground first’ 
at impact.

•   Connect with your golf buddies and play 
a round of golf  any time, anywhere.

•   Network Play function allows you to enjoy 
golf at different locations or different time 
zones in real time.

•   Golfzon is the first golf simulator with social 
media features that allows cross-game play 
to compete against your buddies from around 
the world.

Visual Divot Sensing Feedback Network PlayVirtual Caddy 3 Distinct Game Modes 

Enjoy the ultimate golf experience
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TwoVision Key Features 
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TwoVision’s innovative addition, myPRACTICE, offers significant 
benefits not only for personal golf practice but also for golf lessons.
With myPRACTICE, the efficiency of training sessions can be 
optimized, whether you’re focusing on your driving technique or 
honing your putting skills.

The practice data collected in myPRACTICE can be conveniently 
accessed and reviewed at any time through the Golfzon Web and 
Mobile App.

GOLFZON PRODUCT - TWOVISION

TwoVision Key Features - Software

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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GOLFZON PRODUCT - VISION PREMIUM

The Simulator that Changed  
the world of indoor golf.

Experience the revolution of indoor golf with 
Golfzon Vision Premium. 

Loved by tour professionals and avid amateurs, 
this system is the first to incorporate ceiling-
mounted vision sensor technology, capturing 
detailed data for every shot. 

Powered by Golfzon Vision System, the real-
time high-definition screen view is impressively 
detailed and includes video swing replay for 
instant shot analysis.

Combined with the Moving Swing Plate and 
multi-surface hitting mat, Vision Premium offers 
a truly-realistic golfing experience, second only 
to the new TwoVision.

Performance of Vision Premium

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/qr/VisionPremium/
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❷  Moving Swing Plate & Ball Supply
(Optional)

❸ Vision Sensor ❹ PC Console

❶ Vision Software

Components offered by Golfzon

GOLFZON PRODUCT - VISION PREMIUM

Golfzon offers technical drawings and consultations on booth construction.
- Interior materials such as carpet and wall padding are not provided.

Recommended Dimensions 

Basic Type 4.2m(W) x 8.1m(D) x 3.2m(H) / 13’10”(W) x 27’(D) x 10’8”(H)

Both Handed Type 4.7m(W) x 8.1m(D) x 3.2m(H) / 15’5”(W) x 27’(D) x 10’8”(H)

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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GOLFZON PRODUCT - VISION STANDARD

Practice Makes Perfect As 
You Step From the Range 
to the Course.

Our Vision Standard package offers 
an affordable yet top-notch real-course
experience. 

This ultimate practice and coaching tool 
provides comprehensive shot data, enhancing 
your distance and accuracy. 

With the floor-mounted GDR sensor, every 
shot is precisely measured and analyzed, 
displaying an authentic ball flight on the 
high-definition screen. 

It is powered by the same software as the 
Vision Premium via a touch-screen kiosk 
with interactive pedal buttons. 

Performance of Vision Standard

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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GOLFZON VISION PREMIUM

GOLFZON VISION STANDARD
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GOLFZON ARCADE PLUS
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❷ Basic Plate & Ball Supply  (Optional)❶ Vision Software

GOLFZON PRODUCT - VISION STANDARD

Golfzon offers technical drawings and consultations on booth construction.
- Interior materials such as carpet and wall padding are not provided.

Components offered by Golfzon

Recommended Dimensions 

Basic Type 3.9m(W) x 7.5(D) x 3.2M(H) / 13’(W) x 25’(D) x 10’-8”(H)

Both Handed Type 3.9m(W) x 7.5(D) x 3.2M(H) / 13’(W) x 25’(D) x 10’-8”(H)

❸ GDR Sensor ❹ GDR Kiosk

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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GOLFZON PRODUCT - GDR PLUS

GDR Plus has elevated
the ultimate range to the 
next generation.

Our technology and design have been 
enhanced for greater precision with upgraded 
software, delivering the world’s most advanced 
features and analysis data.

The upgraded speaker system gives you 
a more immersive experience, delivering 
enhanced audio quality for a more realistic feel. 
Redesigned cameras ensure even more precise 
data capture.

The newly enlarged touchscreen monitor 
operates independently from the main screen; 
it displays swing data and a user-friendly 
interface with visually enhanced graphics.   

Improved software now includes AI mode 
diagnostics, which instantly analyses every shot 
and provides valuable tips as you practice, 
so you can improve your game faster.

Performance of GDR Plus

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/qr/GDRPlus/
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❷ Basic Plate & Ball Supply  (Optional)❶ GDR Plus Software

GOLFZON PRODUCT - GDR PLUS

Golfzon offers technical drawings and consultations on booth construction.
- Interior materials such as carpet and wall padding are not provided.

Components offered by Golfzon

❸ GDR Sensor ❹ GDR Kiosk ❺ GDR Side Camera

Recommended Dimensions 

Basic Type 3.9m(W) x 7.5(D) x 3.2M(H) / 13’(W) x 25’(D) x 10’-8”(H)

Both Handed Type 3.9m(W) x 7.5(D) x 3.2M(H) / 13’(W) x 25’(D) x 10’-8”(H)

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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GOLFZON PRODUCT LINE-UP

TWOVISION

GOLFZON VISION PREMIUM

GOLFZON VISION STANDARD

GDR PLUS

GOLFZON ARCADE PLUS

OVERVIEW
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GDR Plus Key Features

❶   The GDR sensor instantly 
knows where the ball will land
The floor-mounted sensor setup 
detects ball speed, direction and 
trajectory, spin rate, launch angle and 
spin axis to produce every type of 
shot you can make.

Your shot and data are simultaneously 
projected  on the dualized screen, 
providing a variety of data for better 
coaching and practice.

❷  Dualized UI configurations with 
both familiarity and expertise

❸ Unmatched Swing Analysis
GDR analytics system can help you 
make game-changing adjustments to 
your swing technique from club head 
to body motion, elevating your shot 
performance.

Official training system for National 
Golf Teams: Spain, China, Korea, and 
Taiwan.

❹ Official Golf Training System

GOLFZON PRODUCT - GDR PLUS

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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GDR Plus Software

❶  AI Shot Analysis ❸  Practice Round Mode❷  Skill Test Mode ❹  Fitting Mode

The data analysis function, 
utilizing five shots provides 
comprehensive swing diagnosis 
and skills improvement indicators 
through trend graphs. 

In Practice Round mode, you can 
play any round of golf in any format 
except for putting on our selection 
of approximately 30 courses.

This mode allows you to check 
the expected number of strokes 
for each shot and the score is 
automatically calculated based on 
the remaining distance after the 
ball lands on the green.

Immerse yourself in a round of golf 
at your favorite course, practicing 
each shot from tee to green with 
three attempts for every shot. 

Practice the type of shot you need 
for each hole. The top center 
indicator on the screen will clearly 
display the success of your shot 
execution for each attempt.

Club Fitting mode is designed to 
analyze your shot performance for 
each club based on accumulated 
statistical data. 

It provides valuable insights on 
which club to use for a particular 
shot on the course.

Access your practice data 
from the past 30 days and 
delve into detailed shot 
analysis with user-friendly 
graphic displays. 

Our redesigned interface 
simplifies data interpretation, 
enabling faster coaching and 
analysis.

GOLFZON PRODUCT - GDR PLUS

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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Double the excitement of screen golf with this 
revolutionary fusion of Golfzon and an innovative
arcade game.

❶ Block Smash

❹ Pro Bowl Showdown

❷ Dart Golf

❺ Whack a Mole

❸ Slope Golf

❻ Wild Wild West

Players swing to blast through 
gem barriers on their journey to the 
enchanting Crystal Kingdom.

Once you successfully hit the Bomb 
or the Magic Color Blocks, you will 
be awarded those items.

Screen golf meets traditional arcade 
classics that people all over the world 
love! Moles have infested a peaceful 
farm and are wreaking.

Darts golf is an exciting arcade game 
combining the thrill of darts with the 
ambiance of a Caribbean pirates’ 
village.

Test your precision and aim as you try 
to score points by targeting a giant 
dartboard.

Screen golf meets traditional arcade 
classics that people all over the world 
love! 

Moles have infested a peaceful farm 
and are wreaking havoc on the crops. 

Hit those pesky moles with a stone 
ball to score points and witness their 
comical reaction. Each character has a 
unique point system.

Experience the nostalgic amusement 
park slope game transformed into a 
golf game. 

Use your putter to hit the ball into the 
hole. Tally up scores to determine the 
winner.

This game is inspired by the popular 
game called Angry Birds.

Illuminate the outlaws in buildings by 
swinging a bullet-shaped ball in this 
western town. Each hit earns you 
points as they disappear. 

With 3 shots per round, score points 
by shattering the buildings or the 
outlaws.

GOLFZON PRODUCT - ARCADE PLUS

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/qr/ArcadePlus/
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CUSTOM BUILD

CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE 
SERVICES

PART 3

CUSTOM BUILD

INDOOR 
ACADEMY

MAN CAVE

LOUNGE / 
AMENITY

INDOOR GOLF
FACILITY /
SPORTS PUB

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/qr/Academy/
https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/qr/Mancave/
https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/qr/Amenity/
https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/qr/Sportspub/
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CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE SERVICES

Mobile App GSM (Golfzon Store Manager) 

You can instantly access data from your 
rounds played on Vision or TwoVision—as 
well as your practice data from GDR and 
myPRACTICE by Twovision—through the 
GOLFZON APP.

Store owners can easily manage 
bookings and organize store 
competitions through GSM.

Can check reservation status in real-time 
and make game settings and simulator 
configurations for customers.

Can set operating hours for Simulator 
and GDR systems.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Quick Login to the Simulator via pin code 
Overview of all GOLFZON and GDR Activities 
Access to score card that can be shared with friends 
Drawing tool to analyze your swing movement 
Access to recent game reports from MYpage 
Check favorite’s fun events and news 
Share amazing golf skills to GOLFZON Feed 

Can organize various store 
competitions and also run leagues.

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
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Golfzon Global

www.golfzongolf.com/us
http://company.golfzon.jp   

US
Japan

China
Vietnam

www.golfzon.com.cn 
http://golfzonvn.com

www.youtube.com/golfzongolf www.instagram.com/golfzon_global www.facebook.com/Golfzon.global

inquiry@golfzon.com

App Download

https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
http://www.golfzongolf.com/global
http://www.golfzongolf.com/us 
http://company.golfzon.jp
http://www.golfzon.com.cn
http://golfzonvn.com
http://www.youtube.com/golfzongolf
http://www.youtube.com/golfzongolf
http://www.instagram.com/golfzon_global
http://www.instagram.com/golfzon_global
http://www.facebook.com/Golfzon.global
http://www.facebook.com/Golfzon.global
mailto:inquiry%40golfzon.com?subject=
mailto:inquiry%40golfzon.com?subject=
https://www.golfzongolf.com/global/user/main/
https://www.global.golfzon.com/linktoapp
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